P

remier

The Premier closet collection provides a truly luxurious home for your best wardrobe. With a choice of 5/8” or 3/4”
melamine construction, it has the look and feel of fine cabinetry that will stand the test of time. Premier’s elegant
features include Italian-made door and drawer fronts with lacquered and glazed finishes, wood drawer boxes and
an array of wood grains and solid color finishes.

Features

Choice of finishes in solid color
and fine wood grain selections
5/8” or 3/4” heavy-duty,
thermal-fused melamine with
optional contour edge shelf
profile
Italian-made 5-piece door &
drawer fronts in DLV
(decorative laminate veneer)
with doweled miter joinery, and
lacquered and glazed finishes
Optional birch drawer boxes
with dowel joinery and full
extension, ball-bearing drawer
runners

Master walk-in closet in Chocolate Pear wood grain
finish with crown molding and Premier cabinetry
recessed panel doors. Tilt down hamper doors hide
removable laundry baskets.

Premier’s optional contour edge shelf
profile offers contemporary elegance
coupled with our bronze shoe fences
and Antique White cabinetry finish.

Candlelight wood grain
finish on Italian-made
Premier recessed panel
drawers, tilt-down
hamper door, and
framed doors with glass.

A

ccessories

Sliding baskets (shown in Polished Brass) are
ideal for storing folded clothing, laundry and
pantry items. Offered in many finishes.

Rattan baskets (shown in Natural finish)
available in many sizes with standard liner
tray. Also available in Cherry Brown finish.

Shown below are a sampling of
Premier’s luxury closet accessories.

Finishes & Styles

Mirror mounts to closet panel. Pulls out to
swivel and adjust for image reflection. Full
body image at 24” from mirror. 48” tall.
Antique White,
Premier
Maple,
Pillowtop
Candlelight,
Premier

Deluxe closet poles (shown in Oil Rubbed
Bronze and Gloss Black) with no scratch, no
screech, no spin features for your hangers.

Panel-mounting ironing board (Silver Mist,
shown) pulls out for use and folds back flat
for storage. Available in several finishes.

Matching pull handles and knobs available in
a variety of finishes from Oil Rubbed Bronze
and Black Pearl (above) to other finishes.

Slide-out spice jar, can and wine bottle racks
(shown in Oil Rubbed Bronze) available in
several sizes and finishes for the pantry.

Get a lift on clothes storage with the hinged
wardrobe lift, perfect for extra high spaces.
Pull down rack available in several sizes.

Clear acrylic and velvet-lined jewelry tray
slides neatly over stationary jewelry drawer
tray for additional storage.

Warm Cognac,
Premier
Mahogany,
Premier
Chocolate Pear,
Premier
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